PROMOTING

SUBSTANCE
INTEGRITY
in Racing

by Diane Rice

Speedhorse compares two states’ protocols for
keeping racehorses clear of prohibited medications.

R

adio. Television. The internet. Pretty much
anything that’s invented with the intention
to do good can also be used for less benevolent,
self-serving purposes. Such is the case with
medical innovation. Drugs that can save lives
— clenbuterol, for instance — can also be used
to enhance performance — aka, cheat.
“I think I feel the same frustration that
many other owners do,” says Jim Bailey DVM
of Royal Vista Southwest in Purcell, Oklahoma.
“For years, we have watched people being
found using illegal drugs and either remaining
unadjudicated for a year or two, or given a slap
on the wrist, or they give the horse to a ‘paper
trainer,’ take a 30-day vacation and come back
and get right back after it again.
“I think it’s well proven that [Oklahoma’s]
current system of monitoring illegal substances
is not working,” adds Dr. Bailey, who says he
and his wife race at Los Alamitos to give their
horses a fair shot at winning. “I think there has
been a little bit of encouragement with some
of the latest federal indictments for race fixing
— and that’s what it is, an attempt to fix a parimutuel outcome. But the Oklahoma Horse

Racing Commission [OHRC] is a state agency.
They’re backed by the state and they need to do
the job without fear of lawsuits. They need to
adjudicate these violations quickly and provide
supportive arguments when cases go to court.”
Kole Kennemer, executive director of the
Oklahoma Quarter Horse Racing Association
(OQHRA) says, “People have gotten to the
point where they feel they can circumvent the
regulations. We, as a horsemen’s organization, are
looking at all the processes to identify potential
inefficiencies so our members are able to compete
on a level playing field. We have conversations
and are working with the regulatory agencies so
we can figure out how to move forward.”

THE CAUSE FOR CONCERN
The latest case in question concerns trainer
Marcos Carrizales, who saddled 2019 All
American Futurity-G1 winner Mr Jess Jenkins
and was summarily suspended on April 16,
2020, after the horse’s urine test, taken on April
5 following his trial for the Oklahoma-Bred
Derby, came back positive for 13 picograms/
ml of clenbuterol — a violation of Oklahoma’s

racing rules, which also specify that Mr Jess
Jenkins be scratched from the Derby.
Penalties for the drug violation called for
a possible 180-day suspension for the horse,
and up to a $10,000 fine and a one-year
suspension for Carrizales. But the trainer
requested a split sample test be sent to another
laboratory for confirmation, then filed a
petition for a temporary restraining order and
permanent injunctions allowing the horse to
run. Oklahoma County District Judge Don
Andrews granted the temporary restraining
order on April 17 and also granted permission
for Carrizales and the horse’s co-owner, Jose E.
Guzman, to continue training and racing Mr
Jess Jenkins. The horse subsequently finished
second in the Remington Park Oklahoma-Bred
Derby-RG2 on April 18, earning $45,679. To
add insult to injury, other Carrizales-trained
mounts won money that weekend, including
Eye Work For You, owned by Guzman, who
won the Remington Park Oklahoma-Bred
Futurity-RG1 and collected $356,760; Jess B
Glory, owned by Homer A. Hill, who ran fifth
in the $51,000 Easy Date Stakes; and American

“I think there has been a little bit of
encouragement with some of the latest federal
indictments for race fixing — and that’s what it
is, an attempt to fix a pari-mutuel outcome.”
- Jim Bailey DVM, Royal Vista Southwest
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“We, as a horsemen’s organization, are
looking at all the processes to identify
potential inefficiencies so our members are
able to compete on a level playing field.”
- Kole Kennemer, OQHRA executive director
Hussle, owned by Rogelio Marquez Jr., who
finished eighth in the $42,000 Bob Moore
Memorial Stakes-G2.
The argument presented by Carrizales’ and
Guzman’s attorney, Carl Hughes, stated that
OHRC sanctions could not be applied until
due process, including a hearing and split
sample test, had played out.
Randy Hill, an Oklahoma trainer/owner/
breeder, also a retired law enforcement officer
and secretary of the Oklahoma Quarter Horse
Racing Association (OQHRA) says, “In my
opinion, from teaching college classes in
criminology, due process differs in criminal
cases and administrative cases. In a criminal
case, you go to jail and lose your freedom; in
administrative cases, you might lose a license or
have a suspension, but not go to jail.
“Over the past five or 10 years, due process
has taken on a new meaning within the
racing commission in Oklahoma,” he adds.
“Yes, violators have certain rights under due
process: they’re entitled to a hearing [and
other recourse], but for fear of being sued, the
commission has given so much due process that
it’s become ridiculous. The commission is a
regulatory enforcement agency and as such, is
going to get sued; it’s just part of the process.”
Hill says that, due to the inequities caused
by trainers circumventing the rules, he and his
wife now race their horses at Canterbury Park in
Minnesota, and Prairie Meadows in Iowa. “Due
process in those states wraps up cases in 30–60
days,” he says.
In contrast, payouts from the 2019
Remington Park Futurity are still tied up, over
a year later. “The horsemen are frustrated,” he
continues. “I’ve talked with the commission’s
executive director [Kelly Cathey], and his mindset
is he’s afraid he’ll take someone’s livelihood. Well,
when you get a DUI in a criminal case, you lose
your license. It’s no big surprise.”
Cathey admits that adjudicating substance
violations is sometimes a drawn-out process.
“The trainer can request a split sample be sent
to a different lab, which can sometimes take
30 days or longer depending on whether the

lab they choose has a heavy workload. Some
people just go ahead and have a stewards’
hearing and take their lumps, but some people
lawyer up and go for a temporary restraining
order to keep racing, and appeal the decision
to the commission, and then if they still don’t
like that, they can go to district court,” he says.
“But once our lab finds something, it’s virtually
always confirmed by the split test lab.”

SUSPENSION NUMBERS
Both Minnesota and Oklahoma belong
to and strive to follow Association of Racing
Commissioners International (ARCI)
guidelines, which distinguish drug violations
by class depending on the particular
substance. Yet the states differ dramatically in
the number of medication-related suspensions
that occur each year.
Cathey states that in 2017, OHRC stewards
began summarily suspending trainers for Class
1A and beta-2 agonist substances for Quarter
Horse, Paint and Appaloosa races on the three
Oklahoma tracks (Remington Park, Will
Rogers Downs and Fair Meadows). OHRC
enacted 31 clenbuterol-positive suspensions
that year, and in 2018 the number dropped to
16, where it stayed in 2019. So far in 2020,
three cases involve summary suspensions.
Lynn Hovda DVM, the chief commission
veterinarian at Canterbury Park, reports that in
2019, there were no suspensions at Canterbury
Park for prohibited substances. “We run a
pretty tight ship here,” she said. “Of five
medication violations, one was for clenbuterol
and that horse is still on the vet’s list. The year
before, there was one; the year before that,
two. We don’t have many positive samples,
and in the years I have been [chief commission
veterinarian], there hasn’t been a single
contradictory result for split samples.”
Dr. Hovda points out that unlike many
other states, Minnesota handles disciplinary
actions for horse and trainer separately. “You
have a penalty for medication violation; that’s
something that the trainer did and is dealt
with,” she says. “Then, the horse carried XYZ

in its system. Clenbuterol is an ARCI Class 1A
violation in Quarter Horses, which puts the
horse on the veterinarian’s list for 180 days.
Minnesota rules specify that any horse with a
positive test be put on the veterinarian’s list.”
“With our strong backing, Dr. Hovda
has no qualms about putting a horse on the
veterinarian’s list and leaving them there until
they test clean,” says Canterbury Park’s chief
steward, Dave Hooper.
According to John Chancey DVM, the
Oklahoma state veterinarian at Remington
Park, horses are placed on the veterinarian’s list
depending on substance. “ARCI recommends six
months for clenbuterol,” he says, adding that the
time frame for placing a horse on the veterinarian’s
list can vary from when notice of the violation was
received to the time of the stewards’ ruling.

OUT-OF-COMPETITION TESTING
Dr. Hovda says that Minnesota regulations
require random out-of-competition hair testing.
“Horses don’t necessarily have to have a hair test
to enter a race, but horses on the back side will
certainly be tested,” she says. “One horse may be
tested twice; five horses may be tested in a barn
one day and zero the next.” Minnesota collects
post-race blood tests at 30 minutes and keeps
horses in the barn for an hour for urine tests.
In Oklahoma in 2019, Remington Park
and the Oklahoma Quarter
Horse Racing Association
(OQHRA) — with the
approval of the OHRC —
began requiring a hair test
be submitted for every horse
prior to entry in any race at
the meet. The sample must be
collected 30 days or less prior
to the first time a horse is
entered and enables a ‘clean’
horse to be eligible to enter
for up to 45 days. However,
although those horses are
prohibited from entering
a race until they produce
a ‘clean’ test, no penalties
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“Violators have certain rights under due
process: they’re entitled to a hearing [and
other recourse], but for fear of being sued,
the commission has given so much due
process that it’s become ridiculous.”
- Randy Hill, trainer, owner, breeder, retired law enforcement officer
and OQHRA secretary

are imposed on horses whose tests do not
come back clean.
Proponents count it a step in the right
direction for protecting the health and safety
of both riders and horses, but not all industry
participants see it as far-reaching enough. “All it
tells you is they were clean that particular day,”
says Hill, “but once they have that hair test,
they have 45 days to get back on the drug.”

RACE TESTING AND
VIOLATION PROCEDURES
In both Oklahoma and Minnesota,
regulatory veterinarians, stewards and law
enforcement officers/investigators (all of whom
are employed by the state’s racing commission)
oversee substance violation procedures, which
are documented with a detailed chain of testing.
In Oklahoma, Cathey says, the state
veterinarian and his/her technicians take blood
and urine samples from the race’s winner and
other horses that stewards designate within 1 ½
hours of a race. Samples are sealed and given bar
codes, confirmed by the trainer’s representative.
Peter Markstone, director of law enforcement
for OHRC, adds that when the blood and urine
samples are taken, one of his officers and the
state veterinarian take them to a locked freezer,
where they’re placed in a locked ice chest until
they’re sent to the approved laboratory.
“If there is any type of ‘bad’ test, the lab will
email the legal division explaining the results,”
Markstone says. “At that time, it’s just a sample
number — the lab has no knowledge of what
horse it came from. The legal division checks the
records to identify the horse, prepares the necessary
paperwork, and assigns the case to one of my
agents. The agent will notify the owner and trainer
of the possible violation and provide them with
written notice, which they’re required to sign.
“At that point, the trainer has the right to
request a split sample,” Markstone continues.
“They’re provided with a list of referee labs that
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have been approved for use and they choose
which lab they want to perform the test. The
state veterinarian and the agent meet with them
to get the split sample from the freezer, verify
that it’s the correct sample, and ship it to the
appropriate referee lab. If they choose not to
send a split sample, they’re asked to sign a form
to that effect and can waive a hearing.”
When the OHRC veterinarian receives
notice of a positive test from the racetrack’s
contracted laboratory, the OHRC stewards
summarily suspend the trainer. “Once stewards
suspend them,” says Cathey, “they’re given
a ‘show-cause’ hearing to determine if there
are mitigating circumstances that could call
for lifting the suspension. Then we allow
time for the split sample results to come
back. Sometimes stewards’ hearings may be
continued due to attorneys’ other obligations;
our goal is to hold stewards’ hearings within 30
days of getting that positive test.
“Then,” Cathey continues, “the trainer has
the right to appeal the stewards’ decision to the
Commission, which requires a Commission
hearing at which we can accept any new
evidence that may not have been known
at the stewards’ hearing. The Commission
hearing takes place with the full board
of commissioners and attorneys, and the
Commission will either uphold the stewards’
decision or overrule it, refer it back to the
stewards, or subject it to other action that the
Commission deems appropriate.”
In Minnesota, says Hooper, when the
Commission veterinarian at the track receives
a report of a bad test from the contracted
laboratory, he/she prepares a cover memo and
provides each steward and the investigator with
a copy of that memo and the lab’s documents,
which include specifics of the test results. The
investigator then escorts the trainer to the
stewards’ office, where the trainer also receives a
copy of the cover memo and documents.

Officials discuss options with the trainer,
one of which is sending off a split sample.
“In Minnesota, once the trainer is notified of
the test results, they have 72 hours to decide
whether or not to send a split sample for
confirmation of the results,” says Dr. Hovda.
“The trainer then has 24 hours to decide which
of the four approved labs the split sample will
be sent to. They can rank the labs in order of
preference in case one or more of the labs can’t
perform the test within the MRC’s mandated
14-day time frame. The test goes out the next
day, or if it’s on the weekend, then on Monday.
So that’s 92 hours from the time stewards
inform the trainer of a positive sample to the
time the split sample goes out by FedEx Next
Day, and a total of about 21 days from the
time stewards inform the trainer until the split
sample results come back.”
Once the split sample results come back,
stewards meet with the investigator and the
trainer to discuss disciplinary procedures.
“We provide the trainer with the parameters
of what the penalty may include, from loss of
a purse to a fine and/or suspension,” Hooper
says. “That’s all based on ARCI guidelines and
the trainer’s past medication violation history,
if any. Then we’ll ask the trainer if he or she
wants a formal hearing before the stewards, or
if they want to waive that right. If they waive
the hearing, they sign a form stating that they
understand the parameters of the penalty, and
the case is closed.”
In Minnesota, suspensions become public
record 72 hours after the stewards’ ruling, to
allow appeal time. But to ensure the health
and safety of the horse and rider, the horse gets
placed on the veterinarian’s list as soon as there’s
a positive finding reported. Dr. Chancey says
the time frame is comparable in Oklahoma.
If the trainer opts for a formal hearing,
they can hire an attorney and present witnesses
with pertinent knowledge. If, after the formal

“The Commission hearing takes place with the
full board of commissioners and attorneys,
and the Commission will either uphold the
stewards’ decision or overrule it, refer it back to
the stewards, or subject it to other action that the
Commission deems appropriate.”
Oklahoma Horse Racing Commission executive director Kelly Cathey
hearing, the trainer is not satisfied with the
result, he or she can request a stay from the
racing commission’s executive director, who
may or may not grant the stay, Hooper adds. If
the executive director doesn’t grant the stay, the
trainer has the right to go before a judge. “But
in the seven years I’ve been here, I don’t know
of any trainer who has attempted to obtain
a temporary restraining order [to continue
racing], as has been done in Oklahoma.”
Perhaps that’s due mainly to Minnesota’s
process, where trainers have to go to district
court to appeal, which according to Hill,
requires attorney fees of $20,000 and up. “Not
many people can afford that,” he says.

OHRC’S RESPONSE
Cathey says the OHRC continues to take
steps to stop trainers with bad tests from
circumventing the system. “When I got here
in 2015, some of our rules were antiquated,”
he explains. “We’re continuing to change rules
every year.”
Shortly after his appointment to OHRC,
he participated in getting clenbuterol changed
from a therapeutic medication to a prohibited
substance with the ARCI, and since then,
clenbuterol carries a Class 1A penalty: a oneyear suspension and $10,000 fine.
“This September, if signed into law, a rule
will go into effect that will allow for harsher
penalties for people who are using program
trainers or who are program training. The first
offense will incur a six-month suspension; the
second offense a year; and for a third offense, a
trainer will have to go before the commission to
get their license back.
“I talk to owners all the time about [the length
of time involved in adjudicating a case] and I tell
them the same thing: I’m sorry; it’s clogged up,”
Cathey continues. “I feel those owners’ frustration,
but I’ve got to do what the law requires us to do.

If a judge says a trainer has the right to run his
horse and grants a TRO [temporary restraining
order], there’s nothing we can do. The best thing
we can do is educate that judge; most judges don’t
understand horse racing.”

COMMISSIONERS’ BACKGROUNDS
Both Oklahoma’s and Minnesota’s racing
commissions are comprised of an executive
director and nine commissioners appointed by
the state’s governor (who may or may not have
knowledge of or experience in the horse and/or
racing industries), and then confirmed by the
senate to serve a (renewable) six-year term.
According to OHRC’s executive director,
Cathey, who was appointed in 2015, one
commissioner is appointed from each of five
congressional districts within the state, plus
four at-large commissioners, three of whom
are required to have horse and/or race industry
knowledge. There is no veterinarian among
Oklahoma’s commissioners.
“I meet with each commissioner once they
are confirmed,” Cathey says of his efforts to
educate non-horse-industry commissioners.
“I put together a book that includes the rule
book, all the statues that deal with horse
racing, and racehorse terms, and go through
everything with them.”
Minnesota Racing Commission’s executive
director, Steve May, was appointed in March
2020, having previously worked as the director
of pari-mutuel wagering and compliance for the
Kentucky Horse Racing Commission and the
vice president and business manager of ARCI.
Of Minnesota’s eight appointed
commissioners (one of the nine positions being
vacant), four are actively involved in the horse
industry either through professional or personal
pursuits. One is a veterinarian, who has also
been involved in the racing industry. Other
commissioners’ professional experience centers
in government, industry, finance and law.

WORDS TO LIVE BY
Oklahoma’s Horse Racing Act [3A O.S, § 200
et seq.] reads: “... the stated purposes of the rules
and regulations are as follow: (1) To encourage
agriculture and breeding of horses in this state; and
(2) To maintain race meetings held in the state of
the highest quality and free of any horse racing
practices which are corrupt, incompetent, dishonest
or unprincipled; and (3) To dissipate any cloud of
association with the undesirable and to maintain the
appearance as well as the fact of complete honesty
and integrity of horse racing in this state; and (4) To
generate public revenues [3A:203.7].
With major industry players in Oklahoma
running their horses in other states, it seems
prudent to examine the procedures that work
in states such as Minnesota, and recommit to
ensuring fair and timely handling of all violations.
“We have a lot of honest owners and trainers
who want to see racing continue to be cleaned
up and there continues to be movement forward
on that front,” says Kennemer. “We’re dealing
with a very hard-working and passionate group of
people — you don’t get into horse racing because
it’s easy — and they see [dishonesty] taking place
and it’s frustrating to them, and rightfully so. We’re
trying to work on their behalf to
communicate these frustrations
and concerns, so they feel like they
are being heard by the respective
regulatory agencies, and advocate
for the integrity of our industry.”
Hooper concludes, “I had
the great benefit early in my
regulatory career, from 1976
to about 1980, to work with
Keene Daingerfield, who
had a reputation across the
country of being the ‘dean of
American racing officials.’ I’ll
never forget one of the things
he told me: ‘Justice delayed
is justice denied.’”
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